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1 Introduction 

To evaluate the course educational performance a certain number of pre-defined 

metrics, such as student feedback forms, examinations, educator feedback, etc, 

will be deployed and evaluated during the course. Hence, this deliverable aims at 

recording the results obtained by the feedback and evaluation of students and 

educators. Subsequently, based on the obtained results, an evaluation phase will 

follow that will indicate the suitability of the course. All partners and especially the 

course hosts and industrial placement partners will participate in order to give 

their final feedback.  

In accordance with the DoW, the project was the subject of evaluation. 

Particularly, the course was evaluated by students. For this purpose, a 

questionnaire prepared by the project staff was used.  

The evaluation form was available for all the E-DRIVETOUR students via the 

internet (https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScRIoxS9KxneYial3TX2cQF-

O-ZkECJ3qbpH6bbmdO0i_9gag/viewform?usp=sf_link).  

In the period up to December 15, 2022 the students could fill it out including their 

names or anonymously. Similarly, the E-DRIVETOUR educators and the industrial 

partners were requested to express their feelings about the project. 

Finally, the skill certification process, as conducted and leaded by ECQA is 

presented together with the corresponding results. 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScRIoxS9KxneYial3TX2cQF-O-ZkECJ3qbpH6bbmdO0i_9gag/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScRIoxS9KxneYial3TX2cQF-O-ZkECJ3qbpH6bbmdO0i_9gag/viewform?usp=sf_link
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2 Objectives of the report 

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

The main objective of this document is to present the results obtained by the 

feedback and evaluation of students, educators and company partners. All 

partners and especially the course hosts and industrial placement partners have 

participated in order to give their final feedback. Finally, the procedure for the 

students to reach the final program certificate is analysed together with the 

corresponding results. 

 

2.2 Scope of the Document 

This document presents the tasks related to course evaluation, the educational 

procedure as well as the program itself, from students, educators and company 

partners. The target audiences of this report are: (i) all project partners 

responsible for preparing and amending deliverable, and (ii) internal reviewers 

responsible for revising completed deliverable. 

 

2.3 Structure of the Document 

The document includes the following contents: 

• Chapter 1 displays the summary of the report 

• In the present Chapter 2, the introductory section is provided, highlighting 

the scope and objectives of the deliverable 

• Following, Chapter 3, the methodology followed in order to receive the 

opinion of students, educators and the company partners 

• In Chapter 4, the results from the survey on students are presented 

• In Chapter 5, the results from the survey on educators are presented 

• In Chapter 6, the results from the survey on company partners are 

presented 

• In Chapter 7, the certification process followed together with the results is 

analysed 

• In Chapter 8, a summary and the main conclusions of the work are reported 
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3 Conclusions 

Taking into account the assessment of the course made by its participants, it can 

be stated that its overall assessment exceeds 4 points on a scale of 1 to 5 points. 

Both student mobilities carried out in Thessaloniki and Radom were assessed in a 

similar positive way. High appreciation of the internships as well as the educators’ 

efforts was observed. 

The teaching staff was satisfied with the coordination & administration of the 

program and its teaching mobilities as well. The students selected for the program 

seemed to meet the project’s requirements, according to its teaching staff.  

Industrial partners of the project also emphasized the involvement of students in 

work during internships. It was indicated that the students were characterized by 

a high level of knowledge in the field of electromobility. Lastly, some of the 

industrial partners stated that a potential future student recruitment is likely to 

happen.  

 

 


